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List & Links for Digital Resources

This document lists resources and the website links referred to in this chapter of Business and Professional Ethics for Directors, Executives & Accountants (8th ed.). The links were accessed and available on February 8, 2017.

Yellow highlighted materials are available as downloadable documents for this chapter.


The report is available through Jenner & Block [law firm] where Anton R. Valukas is Chairman.

p624 Useful References for the global financial crisis include:

Caux Round Table [2008]. “Global Prosperity at Risk: The Current Crisis and the Responsible Way Forward: Draft.”

This document is available through http://www.cauxroundtable.org by searching on the title. Other documents and commentary are available at this website by searching on “financial crisis.”


Abstract and full-text are available free to students at https://www.researchgate.net/publication/242023183_The_subprime_mortgage_market_Familiar_lessons_in_a_new_context